
Cold Process Soap Making

1.0 About Handmade Soap
1. Natural oil ingredients are used to make handmade soap. Some are available at

supermarkets and some are imported oil from overseas. Food grade or cosmetic

grade oil can be used, both skin safe for all skin types.

2. Lye (ie. Sodium hydroxide or NaOH) can be purchased from chemical companies

or soap making academies. Because stock keeping sodium hydroxide will require

a local license. Therefore, students are usually only allowed to purchase 1 kg or

below for each transaction. Personal details are required to record for each

purchase. Lye solution is water and sodium hydroxide added together.

3. Distillation water and reverse osmosis water are suitable soap making. These

types of water have no minerals that will shorten the soap shelf life. When water
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is added to sodium hydroxide, heat will be produced, sometimes the temperature

may be up to 100Celsius. Careful when handling lye solution, wear rubber or

thick gloves all the time when soap making to avoid accidentally burning your

skin.

4. Saponification is a chemical reaction that happens when oil and lye solution mix

together. Then produce the final product name “Soap”.

5. Handmade soap recipes cannot be changed simply by replacing the oil

ingredients. Each oil has an individual SAP value that determines the amount of

sodium hydroxide required for the recipe. The total amount of lye in the recipe

will change when the oil ingredients change in terms of weight or different oil.

6. Additives are essential oil, clay powders, dry ingredients (Oat, salt etc), wet

ingredients (puree, yogurt, milk etc), mica colorants, fragrance oil. All these are

optional to add during the making of the soap.

7. Superfatting or superfat oil is extra oil that is added into the recipe as a

moisturizing effect. Any oil can be used as superfat oil. Also, it is usually used as

liquid to dilute the colour powder. This extra oil is not included in SAP calculation,

meaning no extra sodium hydroxide is added to react with extra oil. The oil

leaves the skin as moisturizing after cleansing.
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2.0 Working Safely with Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH)

1. Sodium Hydroxide (ie. NaOH) is an alkali, a highly corrosive ingredient that must

be handled with extra care. It can burn the skin on contact and is fatal if ingested.

Never leave NaOH unattended and keep it away from children and pets. NaOH

can be in either powder, flakes or bead form (depending on the supplier).

2. Always mix NaOH with water in a well ventilated area because the solution will

give out fumes. Avoid breathing in the fumes and wear safety/protective

equipment (face mask, safety eye goggle, gloves and apron) when handling

NaOH.

3. Heat will be generated when NaOH is mixed with water. So be careful to avoid

splattering the solution onto skin, this may cause skin burning.

4. Do not let the NaOH solution go to your eyes, on your skin or clothing. If it gets

on your skin, rinse off with lots of cool clean water and then rinse with some

vinegar. If it gets into your eyes, rinse off with lots of water and immediately go to

the nearest hospital for treatment.

5. Avoid keeping NaOH in containers made of tin, aluminium, brass, zinc or alloys

containing these metals.

6. There will be an explosion when NaOH is in contact with acids, halogenated

organics, organic nitro compounds and glycols.

7. Keep the lid of the NaOH container tightly closed to prevent moisture from

causing the NaOH to lump up.

8. Individuals with skin or lung diseases should avoid handling NaOH.

9. Consult your doctor if you are pregnant whether you are alright to make soap due

to exposure to lye solution.
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3.0 Soap Making Equipments for Cold Process Soapmaking

1. All equipment that is being used for soapmaking should not be used for any other

purpose.

2. Do not use soap making equipment to cook food.

3. The soap making equipment should be hand-washed instead of using the

dishwasher machine.

4. Always use soap making equipment that is made of stainless steel,

heat-resistant, tempered glass or polypropylene plastics.

5. Aluminum is not recommended because it will react with NaOH to create toxic

fumes.

4.0 Cleaning Soap Making Equipments
You can clean the soap making equipment by either method:

1. Option 1: Wipe all the equipment with a kitchen towel / Tissue to remove all the

soap residuals. You can wash the equipment using dishwashing liquid after that.

Put aside the dirty kitchen towel and wash it after 2 days.

2. Option 2: Put aside the soap making equipment and let the residual soap harden

overnight. Soak the equipment in water and scrub with a brush to clean them the

next day.
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5.0 Handmade soap require to air-dry for 4 weeks before use / Soap
curing

1. To let excess water evaporate so that the soap hardens and can last for a longer

time in the shower.

2. To let the soap become milder and gentler on the skin.

3. Turn the soaps every week so all the soap surface areas are exposed to air.

4. Let the soaps cure at a cool dry place (away from sunlight) for 4 to 6 weeks

before using.

5. Place the soaps on a tray during the curing period. Do not keep the soap in a

constant warm and hot environment or direct under a hot sun or near a window.

UV light will kill the soap structure in a short time, the soap will become spoiled.

6. The soap takes a longer time to cure during the rainy season, and sweats on the

surface. Use tissue to dry the soap, allowing it to continue to cure for an

additional 1 or 2 weeks.

Place a clean kitchen towel or A4 paper on a tray. Then arrange each piece of

soap at least 1 cm apart from other soap. Keep the soap like this for a month

before use
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6.0 What is the pH range of Handmade Soaps?

Handmade soaps normally have pH between pH8 till pH10.

● PH 11 - Too high alkaline level for skin. soap is not ready to use, check again
after 4 weeks. If the soap still PH11 (possible recipe error)

● PH 10 - Safe for skin. This alkaline level has strong lather.

● PH 9 - Safe for skin. This alkaline level has good lather. But lesser than soap
with PH10

● PH 8 - Safe for skin. This alkaline level has mild lather. But lesser than soap
with PH9

In conclusion, handmade soap with PH10 to 8 is safe to use.
Sample photo below, the soap pH is between 8 to 9
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7.0 Step-by-Step Making Cold Process Soap
1. Measure according to the recipe, the amount of oils required into a heat-safe

container & distilled water into another heat-safe container using a digital

weighing scale. Measure out the NaOH amount required into a container.

2. Put on your safety equipment (face mask, eye goggles, hand gloves and

apron).

3. Now make lye solution, slowly add NaOH to the distilled water or vice versa.

Stir till everything dissolved and the solution slightly clear. Takes about 2 to 3

minutes to become clear. Then set timer, leave the lye solution aside for

5minutes (if you making 500gm soap)

(If you make a kg of soap, you probably need to leave the lye solution aside for

10minutes. To make sure the lye solution is really clear. Sodium Hydroxide is fully

reacted with water when become clear water)

(Caution!!!! that the container with NaOH & water mixture will be very hot,

sometimes up to 100Celsius depending on the amount of NaOH in the water.)

4. Pour the lye solution into the oils through a sieve. Hand whisk for a few

seconds to mix.Then, add in essential oil.

5. Blend the mixture together with a hand whisk or stick blender until it reaches a

light trace.

(light pudding consistency, which you can see a line when you draw on the soap

batter surface)

6. Pour the soap into the soap mold. Optional keep the soap in styrofoam box

7. Unmold soap after 24 hours. Cut the soap to required sizes. Refer this video to

learn how to cut soap [link: https://youtu.be/50366veHPp4 ]

8. Let the soap cure for 4-6 weeks before using.

9. pH test the soap before use. Learn how to test pH for cold process soap [link:

https://youtu.be/MDdTne226wU ]
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8.0 Colorant:

If using natural colorant,
Dark colour : 5gm natural colorant for 500gm soap size
Light colour : 2gm natural colorant for 500gm soap size
If using mica colorant,
Dark colour: 5gm colorant for 500gm soap size
Light colour: 2gm colorant for 500gm soap size

*Student can also refer to the website https://artizsoap.com/colour-palette/ to learn how
to calculate the amount of colour for different intensity in soap.
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9.0 FAQ Cold Process Soap Making (for Beginner)

1) What is handmade soap?
Handmade soap is home based or small size production, involving human
practical energy and using simple tools to produce soaps. A large batch of soaps
will involve more humans to produce the soaps from preparation, making to soap
packaging. And handmade soap is categorized as natural soaps easily
biodegradable and harmless to earth.

2) What other names for Sodium Hydroxide?
Sodium Hydroxide (also named as NaOH or Lye)

3) What kind of quality Sodium Hydroxide is suitable for soap making?
Always check with the supplier, make sure the quality is suitable for soap making.
Flakes or powder forms are both suitable for soap making. We use sodium
hydroxide purity 99% for this class

4) Sodium Hydroxide is a chemical product?
Yes, is a chemical product produced with high purity. An alkaline salt that reacts
with oil and water to produce a new product called soap. In the old days, soap
was made with leaching wood ashes from the kitchen. But, the ashes do not
have high alkaline purity to produce quality soap. So in modern days, we will use
manufactured sodium hydroxide with high purity to replace the ashes. The quality
of soap can be measured.

5) Sodium Hydroxide is dangerous?
Sodium hydroxide is a flammable product that will cause skin burning and
serious peeling. Sodium hydroxide will react with water and release heat up to
100 Celsius. Therefore, it is IMPORTANT to wear safety equipment when
handling sodium hydroxide. Read more of sodium hydroxide in files available in
this online class.

6) What is cold process soap?
Cold process soap is made by mixing oil ingredients with sodium hydroxide and
water. The soap will become hard after 24hours in the mold. Then, unmold the
soap and cut it into pieces. Keep the soap in a ventilated environment and cure
for 4 weeks before use.

7) So, handmade soap is a chemical product?
A basic chemistry formula

Oil + Lye solution -----> Soap
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Chemistry reaction (ie. saponification process) between oil + sodium hydroxide +
water produce a brand new product called soap. Oil is natural ingredients
produced from plants or animals. And water is a natural resource.

After the saponification process, sodium hydroxide no longer exists in the soap.
Therefore, handmade soap contains natural ingredients only.

8) What kind of water is suitable for soap making?
Distilled water or Reverse osmosis water. Both do not contain minerals. Minerals
might easily cause the soap to expire fast

9) Why is my soap sweating during the curing period?
Essential oil is not mixing well with the soap batter. Solution! Always add the
essential before start hand whisking or electronic hand/stick blending

This sweating will not harm the soap or skin if used. Just use microfiber dry cloth
or kitchen towel to dry the sweats, allowing the soap to continue curing. If the
soap sweats again, wipe with a kitchen towel again. The sweat should stop after
1 or 2 days.

10)What soap colorant is suitable for soap making?
Check with soap ingredient suppliers to make sure the soap colorant is suitable
for cold process soap making. Where to buy soap colorant?
https://artizsoap.com/colour-palette/

11)Will the colour appear in soap same as the colour powder?
Mica colorant and oxide powders are usually stable in cold process soap.
However, the amount of colour powder required might vary for different suppliers.
For example, some suppliers have pink colour which require 2gm powder to
achieve vibrant, but some suppliers require 10gm to achieve the same.

Easy color palette  guide available at https://artizsoap.com/colour-palette/
But herbs powders usually will change after the saponification process. Most of
the time, the final outcome is brown colour.

12)Can I change the oil ingredients in the recipe?
For beginners, do not change the oil ingredients in the recipe. Because each
recipe is calculated specifically for the amount of sodium hydroxide. Each oil has
a different SAP value calculated with its weight in the recipe. Any change in oil
ingredients will change the amount of sodium hydroxide required in the recipe
and same as water amount.
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If you want to change the recipe, learn to use soap calculator available in various
website or artiz soap soap calculator https://artizsoap.com/soap-calculator/

13)Soap curing & storage
Place the soaps on a tray during the curing period. Do not keep the soap in a
constant warm and hot environment or direct under a hot sun or near a window.
UV light will kill the soap structure in short time, the soap become spoilt

14)What is spoiled soap?

This photo is downloaded from the website. Not belongs to Artiz Soap
The soap becomes rancid. This happens when using fast expiring ingredients,
such as puree and fruit juice. Or expired oil ingredients or essential oil. Avoid
keeping soap in a constant warm and hot environment or direct under a hot sun
or near a window. UV light will kill the soap structure in short time

15)Soap shelf life
Commonly set 1 year shelf life. No specific test to confirm exactly a year,
because different recipes might influence the soap shelf life.

16)Where to buy the soap ingredients?
Look for local soap suppliers to purchase soap ingredients. But, the oil
ingredients in this online class are food grade oil ingredients, available to
purchase at large market stores.
For sodium hydroxide, you can buy from Artiz Soap (Whatsapp +60163396303)
to order.

CAREFUL WHEN USING HAND/STICK BLENDER, DO NOT INJURE !
1. Please make sure the power always off when you are not using the hand/stick blender
2. Please make sure the power always off when you are cleaning the hand/stick blender
3. Careful with your fingers when you touch the blade, make sure the power is off
4. We are not liable to any injuries! This is solely your responsibility when handling any

electronics
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More designs to follow below

Video link: https://youtu.be/6ky4ZWL38Y0

Video link: https://youtu.be/Jg_62oQaXBI
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